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Winner’s
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AL Dealer Kyle Office Solutions Celebrates 85th
Anniversary at Special Open House
The red carpet was out in Tuscaloosa, Alabama last month, as the folks at Kyle
Office Solutions hosted a special Open House to celebrate their dealership’s
85th anniversary.
Some 300 customers, friends and prospects turned out for the event, which
also provided an ideal opportunity to highlight Kyle’s expanded furniture showroom.
Kyle’s is a 3rd generation family business that was founded in 1929 by Leonard
Kyle, grandfather of current top managers Chris Kyle, Jr. and his brother Drew.
The dealership started out as an Underwood typewriter house but it wasn’t
long before office supplies came into the picture and office furniture was added
shortly after World War II.
Today, furniture accounts for close to 40% of total volume, with the rest spread
across an increasingly broad mix that includes machines—Kyle’s is a Xerox house—printing, promotional products, shipping and packaging and, of
course, cleaning and breakroom products.
Business has been pretty good of late, says Chris. The dealership is currently
running about 15% ahead of last year with furniture and jan-san particularly
strong, he reports.

GA Dealer Malone Office Environments
Celebrates 8oth Anniversary
Congratulations are also in order for Sam Buracker and his team at Malone
Office Environments in Columbus, Georgia, who this year celebrate their dealership’s 8oth year of service to the local business community.
Malone’s started out in 1934 as a Royal typewriter house. Today, the dealership
operates as a true one-stop shop, with a product mix that includes office and
janitorial supplies, furniture, commercial flooring and business machines.
Business has been very good of late, reports CFO Juanita Strickland. Last

EDITORIAL
Version 2.0:

What Does Yours Look Like?
Our “Secrets of Success” dealer profile this
month has an important message for just about
all our readers.
John Willcox came to the office products industry from the dot-com world and when he bought
his dealership, Coastal Office & Promo Products
in Chesapeake, Virginia back in 2006, he wasted
no time bringing to his new business the change
management skills he had learned in that space.
Even though John reports he found his new dealership in good shape, it was still time—probably
past time—for what he calls Version 2.0 of Coastal and he quickly set about re-engineering the
business.
The result, and it wasn’t long in coming: a major technology upgrade, a significantly broader
product mix and an aggressive re-branding effort
to leverage the dealership’s veteran sales and
customer service staff and its status as a locally-owned and operated business with long-established roots in the community.
The benefit of all these changes was not long in
coming either but the dust had not even begun to
settle before John started planning for Coastal 3.0.
The moral of John’s story for the rest of us:
Change is not only inevitable but it’s something
to embrace, particularly if you’re a small business
competing against larger organizations like our
big box friends who have shown themselves singularly inept at managing change in recent years.
So this month, your humble editor’s pearls of wisdom end with two questions: What does Version
2.0 at your dealership look like and how much
time and attention are you giving to crafting Version 3.0?
Hopefully, you’ve got good answers. If not, you’ll
be doing yourself and your dealership a big favor
if you start working on them right now.

CONTINUED on page 4 >>
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year was the company’s best ever, fueled by some large furniture
projects.

think there’s more than just a grain of truth to that claim, just ask
Bing Miller, vice president of printing services at Economy Office
Supply in Glendale, California.
Bing started at Economy in 1964, making deliveries while he
was still at high school. Hit the fast forward button 50 years and
Bing’s still there and, says Economy president Debi King, he has
played a very special role for the dealership and its customers
for all that time.
“Bing sets the standard for all of us,” says Debi. “He’s one of the
most enthusiastic people you’ll ever meet and he never stops
learning.”
Today, Bing heads up Economy’s printing and promotional products businesses and while those areas, like the rest of the industry, have seen plenty of change over the past 50 years, some
things, he says, remain the same.

The momentum is continuing nicely this year, aided in part by
the recent merger of fellow local independent Advanced Office
Products into the Malone family, which promises to add another
20 percent to sales, Juanita reports.
Malone takes as its slogan “One Passion – The Customer” and
to show its appreciation for its customers, the dealers celebrated
its 80th anniversary by co-hosting a Business After Hours event
with the local Chamber of Commerce.
Some 150 customers, prospects and business partners turned
out for the event, to see for themselves another outstanding
business who’s proving every day there’s still plenty of room in
the office products space for locally owned and operated independents.

Fifty Years and Counting for Economy
Office Supply’s Bing Miller

“Even with competition as fierce as it is today, this is still very
much a relationship business,” he says. “I’ve seen Economy
grow from just 10 people to 33 and it’s just as much one big, extended family as when I started. And,” he adds proudly, “we still
have customers I used to deliver to with a shopping cart when I
was in high school!”
After 50 years, it would be understandable if Bing was getting
ready to head for the nearest golf course and put his office products days behind him but don’t hold your breath!
Bing is getting ready for retirement but he has his own definition
of the word: three days a week instead of five. “Economy is a
great place to be,” he says. “It feels like I was born here and I
really can’t imagine being anywhere else.”

VA Dealer Guernsey, Inc. Honored for
Environmental Excellence
Champagne was in order for Dave Guernsey and his team at
Dulles, Virginia-based Guernsey, Inc., who were recently honored
with an award for environmental excellence by one of their key
local government customers, Northern Virginia’s Fairfax County.
The award recognizes individuals and organizations who not
only provide outstanding support for the county’s environmental goals and dedicate personal time and expertise beyond the
normal but who also demonstrate environmental leadership as a
role model for others.

There’s an old saying about the office products industry that
maintains once you’re in, it doesn’t let you leave. If you don’t
NOVEMBER 2014

The Guernsey team certainly fits the bill. They are currently in
the third year of a five-year contract for office and school supplies with the county as part of the U.S. Communities program
and, Dave reports, the dealership has saved the county some
$250,000 alone simply by moving them from OEM to remanufactured toner products.
CONTINUED on page 6 >>
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In addition, under its “Reclaim, re-use and recycle” program,
Guernsey collects used cartridges and electronic media for recycling and has a program in place with the county by which its own
boxes and other packaging are recycled or re-used multiple times.
“Fairfax County is an organization with a strong commitment to
environmental stewardship and we’re delighted by the recognition and for what it says about our entire team at Guernsey,”
said Dave.

IN Dealer Rosa’s Office Plus Wins One
From Big Box Competitor
In Richmond, Indiana, John Hauptstueck and his team at Rosa’s
Office Plus are also popping champagne after coming up with
the winning bid on a major new contract with a large regional
financial institution.
Rosa’s beat out long-time incumbent OfficeMax with a combination of aggressive pricing, a strong green program and a willingness to customize reporting and invoicing that its big box competition simply couldn’t match.
The win was particularly sweet for John and his team because
four years ago, they had tried for that same piece of business
and ended up on the losing end.
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“One of my standard rules when I lose a bid is to go back and ask
why and that’s exactly what I did four years ago,” John recalls.
As happens all too often, company decision makers told him
they just didn’t think an independent dealer could match the resources of their big box competition. If they thought that answer
was going to send John packing, though, they were mistaken!
With the assist of a friendly regional VP at the prospect, John
secured a meeting with the company’s CEO where he once more
made his case.
“This was a company that is strongly committed to being involved in the communities they serve and to supporting local
businesses,” John points out. “I expressed to the CEO I couldn’t
understand why they got their office supplies from a big box
headquartered hundreds of miles away that does not do business with them—especially since we do some of our banking
and our company group health insurance business with their
bank and insurance divisions.”
Over the next three years, John kept in touch with the CEO and
other key company executives and this time when the contract
came up for renewal, he and his team were ready to roll—with a
package that not only offered very competitive pricing but also

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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included a carbon-friendly, optimized delivery schedule.
Also included: the ability to provide invoices broken down by
cost center codes—which the prospect had been asking for from
their big box supplier for years without success.

NE Dealer Pay-LESS
Office Products Going to Kansas City

Plus, Rosa’s provided a level of transparency on the account that
the company had never received from the big box, with the ability to view purchases by location and run their own customized
usage reports.

In Omaha, Nebraska, Keith Powell and his team at Pay-LESS
Office Products are gearing up for some potentially very nice
growth following their acquisition of Lenexa, Kansas-based Federal Office Products. The deal gives Pay-LESS its third location.
In addition to its Omaha headquarters, the company also has an
operation in Des Moines.

The result: Rosa’s not only got the company’s office supply contract, they also picked up its breakroom, janitorial and ink and
toner business.

Adding Federal to the mix promises to boost sales at Pay-LESS
by some 25%, reports Keith, with plenty of opportunity for more
growth in the Kansas City market Federal serves.

And the moral of this merry tale? “If you lose a bid, always go
back and ask why and if you win, always go back and why,”
advises John. “That way you’ll know what you need to do better
next time. Also, keep the lines of communication open so you
have the information you need when the next opportunity comes
up. And never give up and be prepared for a lot of hard work!”

“Kansas City is a market that we’ve wanted to get into for a long
time and we’re hoping for some great results,” says Keith.

Is it easy? No. But with Rosa’s new contract valued at some $2
million annually, John and his team have plenty of good reasons
to put in the effort!

Pay-LESS plans to keep the sales and customer service team
from Federal and told a local newspaper it also plans to add three
to four additional sales staff members by the first quarter of 2015.
In addition, its new Kansas City operation will soon move to a
new space that will allow the Pay-LESS team to create a showroom for its office furniture business.
Business overall for the dealership is going well, Keith reports,
CONTINUED on page 9 >>

Need storage
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with office furniture and jan-san both “way up.” In addition, he
says, the sales team has also been opening some nice new office
supply accounts.
“Our sales team has really embraced the whole concept of
cross-selling into other categories beyond the basics and it’s really paying off,” says Keith.

organization, a logical choice since Impact is just down the road
from the Walter Reed National Military Medical Center.
“Our customer service team works hard for 52 weeks of the year
to deliver world-class service and this was just a great opportunity to show our appreciation for all they do and have some fun
at the same time,” says Phil.

And with plans in place for an aggressive marketing effort in Kansas City once the dust has settled from the deal, Pay-LESS looks
poised for even better things ahead next year!

ImpactOffice VP Gets
Down and Dirty for a Good Cause
Sooner or later most dealership end up having to get down and
dirty in the market for one reason or another but few take that
move quite as far as ImpactOffice VP Phil Scott did recently.
In the interest of accuracy, we should point out Phil got more dirty
than down, as he became the recipient of some 150 custard pies
thrown enthusiastically in his direction by members of Impact’s
customer service team and other willing accomplices.
It was, of course, all in a good cause, as a charity fundraiser held
as part of Customer Service Week festivities at the Beltsville,
Maryland-based dealership.
Funds raised by the effort went to support the Wounded Warrior

Independents
More than just a few dealers entered into the Halloween spirit last
month, with plenty of trick or treat fun for all concerned. Here are
just a few examples of what they got up to:

In Louisville, Munson Business Interiors
had a special welcoming committee on
hand for their Halloween event, which
also highlighted new products from this
year’s NeoCon show.

CONTINUED on page 10 >>
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In Des Moines, the team at Pigott, Inc. got in some early trick-or-treating
with some of their younger team members.

It probably wasn’t a good idea to mess with FM Office Products
customer service manager Lisa Denis last month.

Some shy retiring types from CFI: The Knoll Source in Philadelphia at
their Halloween Party.

In Watertown, South Dakota, Office Peeps service technician Fay Stone
built a Copier-Box Tunnel which later got wrapped in black plastic, for
the local American Legion’s annual Kid’s Halloween Party.

Butler Business Products in Houston was a scary place to be last month.

The inside sales team at Capitol Office Products in Daytona Beach
<<<Things got pretty spooky at
Fireside Business Solutions in
Bismarck, North Dakota
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 ey management team members:
Everyone is a key player at Coastal
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Office supplies, office furniture,
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n www.coastalofficeproducts.com

Coastal Office
Products &
Promo Products,
Chesapeake, VA
When John Willcox (pictured) bought
Chesapeake, Virginia-based Coastal Office & Promo Products in 2006, there was
one thing he saw it needed right away: a
hefty dose of change.
“There was not much wrong with the company,” he recalls. “Coastal had a great
team of people who knew the industry
and had a terrific work ethic. It had a solid
mix of loyal clientele and wasn’t stressed
in any way. But it was very much a traditional office supply operation and doing business on a model that was not too
different from when the company started
back in 1992.”

hensive plan that would lead quickly to
what he called Coastal 2.0.
He re-branded the company with a
bright new logo, wrapped delivery
trucks in bright colors with “Buy Local”
on every side, and introduced “Home
Team Service” to the dealership as a
key concept to differentiate Coastal
from its big box competition.
“Home Team Service,” explains Willcox, “speaks to the kind of superior
service that only a local, independent
dealer can offer. It’s about discerning what our customers need and being
willing to find it for them, no matter how
esoteric. It’s also about customizing the
purchasing process so it’s how our customers want it to be, not how the way we
want it to be.”
At the same, he upgraded the dealership’s
technology infrastructure and added promotional products to the mix as part of
the effort to expand the dealership’s overall value proposition.
But no sooner were the major elements of
Coastal 2.0 in place than Willcox started
work on the next phase of his dealership’s
evolution.
“Change is never something that you’re
finished with,” he points out. “It’s a constantly moving target.”
So what does Willcox expect Coastal 3.0
to look like?

Willcox started putting in place a compreNOVEMBER 2014
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“I’m still trying to figure that out,” he says
candidly. “I do know Coastal 3.0 will offer
the best web experience that anyone can
provide—probably under two different
brands, one with open pricing and one
with more of a traditional dealer model.
We will also offer an expanded product
line that includes technology services,
niche furniture items and productivity
products.”
Also, a key element of the new Coastal:
an increased level of community involvement. “I want Coastal 3.0 to be measured
by its impact on our community and I
want everyone in the company to have a
reason to get up in the morning that goes
beyond their paycheck,” he says.
At Coastal, that effort is already well underway. Willcox and his team have adopted a local nonprofit that works with
homeless families and is currently running
an Ugly Office Chair contest and making
a donation to that cause for every entry
submitted.
As John Willcox looks ahead to his ambitious vision for Coastal 3.0, he knows
very little of it will come easy. But his confidence in his team and their ability to take
his dealership where he wants it to go
comes through loud and clear.
“I’m blessed with a group of people who
want to come here and do the job every
day,” he says proudly. And no doubt, once
the new version of their dealership is in
place, it will be time to start working on
Version 4.0!
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BSA, IOPFDA Host Back-to-Back Meetings

BSA president Jim O’Brien (far left) with the association’s 2014 honorees: (left to right) Diane and Matthew Hebert (accepting BSA’s Lifetime Achievement Award for Jim Hebert);
former MeadWestvaco EVP David Williamson, 2014 Legend of the Industry Award recipient, and former United Stationers senior VP Jeff Howard, vice president, 2014 Leadership
Award recipient.

For anyone interested in an up-close look at the key trends and
market forces currently shaping the industry, the place to be last
month was San Diego, where the Independent Office Products
and Furniture Dealers (IOPFDA) and the Business Solutions Association (BSA) hosted back-to-back meetings for their members.
Theme for the event was “Creative Disruption” and the three-day
program offered plenty of insights and analysis on how that particular force is impacting the office products business.
And as BSA president Jim O’Brien suggested in his opening
comments for the BSA conference, the impact of creative disruption need not necessarily be a negative one.
“New rules, business practices and technology can be disruptive
but they can also lead to innovation,” he contended.
“Disruption changes the way we think, learn and behave and
may displace an existing market but it can also produce something that is new, more efficient and worthwhile and rather than
NOVEMBER 2014

lamenting changes, our focus should be more on how to take
advantage of new opportunities,” he added.
Not surprisingly, technology was front and center during much
of the program, with several sessions devoted to e-commerce
trends, digital marketing and social media programs. Also on tap:
•A
 Washington update from IOPFDA director of legislative
and regulatory affairs Paul Miller
•P
 anel discussions on branding and changing trends in the
industry’s sales process
•A
 n update on the Affordable Care Act and its implications
for industry firms
•S
 ales trainer Tim Wackel on effective sales presentations
•D
 ealer management expert Terri Maurer on recruiting and
retaining an age-diverse workforce

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Also at the conference, the two associations honored long-time office products
veterans for their contributions to the
industry and to their respective associations.
IOPDFDA presented former OFDA chair
Sandi Jacobs of Sidemark and former
NOPA chair Glenn McDaniel, recently
retired from Office Smart, with its Chairman’s Award and presented a special
plaque to current IOPDFA chairman Mike
Tucker.
BSA’s honorees included:
• BSA Lifetime Achievement Award—
Jim Hebert, president and CEO of
Office Partners
• David Williamson, former EVP of
MeadWestvaco’s Office Products
Group—Legend of the Industry
Award
• Jeff Howard, former United Stationers senior vice president—2014
BSA Leadership Award

Industry Raises Record $12.5 Million in Support of City of Hope
The office products industry proved once again last month it has few equals when it
comes to support of worthy causes, as it gathered in Chicago for City of Hope’s 2014
Spirit of Life Gala. The event recognized this year’s Spirit of Life honoree Steve Schmidt
of Office Depot and celebrated a campaign that raised a record $12.5 million.
Next year’s honoree will be Steve Sakumoto, vice president and general manager of
U.S. Supplies Sales at Hewlett-Packard. The 2015 Spirit of Life Gala will take place
September 17 in Chicago.

At the conference, BSA also expanded
the composition of its board of directors.
Newly elected directors include David
Concors, Supplies Network (Wholesalers
Segment); Todd Carlson, 3M Corporation;
Michele Pitner, Fellowes, Inc., and Casey
Avent, Smead Manufacturing (Manufacturers Segment).

Staples Probing Possible Credit
Card Breach

Also, Kevin McLaughlin, GoJo Industries
(Janitorial/Sanitary Segment); Tom Kapp,
Eci Industries (Third-Party Providers Segment); Brian Doherty, ADMA (Manufacturers Representatives Segment), and Scott
Iannazzo, Safco Products (Furniture Manufacturer)

According to Brian Krebs, an independent journalist who investigates hacker
attacks, multiple banks say they have
identified a pattern of credit and debit
card fraud suggesting that several Staples
locations in the Northeast have been hit
with a data breach.

“I welcome the new directors and believe
that BSA can play a role in leading and
helping the constituencies represented
in our industry,” said BSA president Jim
O’Brien.

Krebs said that more than a half-dozen
sources at banks operating on the East
Coast have suggested fraudsters may
have succeeded in stealing customer
card data from some Staples locations,
including seven stores in Pennsylvania, at
least three in New York City and another
in New Jersey.

“The expanded board to include greater
representation from the industry manufacturers will help us make more informed
decisions. We strive to be more prudent
custodians of the precious assets and resources available in our channel.”
NOVEMBER 2014

It looks like somebody may have pressed
the wrong Easy button at Staples last
month, leaving customers in the Northeast wondering if they might not be victims of credit and debit card fraud.

The fraudulent charges occurred at other
(non-Staples) businesses, such as superINDEPENDENT DEALER

markets and other big-box retailers.
Cash registers in at least some Staples locations may have fallen victim to
card-stealing malware that lets thieves
create counterfeit copies of cards that
customers swipe at compromised payment terminals, Krebs suggested.

HP Clarifies: No End User
Reporting Requirement for
Qualified Resellers
After some six weeks of uncertainty and
mixed signals, Hewlett-Packard has made
it explicit, in a media statement issued at
the end of October, that dealers will not
be required to report end user sales to be
eligible for its Qualified Reseller program
for original HP supplies.
The confusion started in mid-September,
when many dealers received notice from
HP that beginning October 20, resellers
with HP Authorized Partner status buying
CONTINUED on page 18 >>
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Domtar makes
updates to its
Xerox Paper
& Specialty
Media line up
®

Last June, the Domtar Corporation completed the acquisition of the Xerox® Paper and Specialty
Media line for the United States and Canada. For Domtar, the product line was a natural fit.
“Domtar is proud to offer such a well-known and respected brand as Xerox®,” said Katie Zorn,
director of marketing for business papers. “It was important to us to continue building on that great
foundation, so we’ve made a few changes to the line including new packaging, a re-aligned product
offering, as well as a series of enhancements.”

The Xerox® Paper & Specialty Media product line has been reorganized into three product families,
VitalityTM, BoldTM, and RevolutionTM to help customers make better paper choices based on their
usage and project needs.
New packaging was created not only to reflect these changes, but also to refresh and modernize the
look to align with Xerox’s strong positioning within the marketplace.
Additionally, product features were enhanced to meet market demands. Printer papers were optimized
to perform in a wide variety of print devices, eliminating the need to choose paper by the type of print
device being used. A more versatile multipurpose paper was created that is whiter than the standard
92 bright; it’s more visually appealing and more robust with a more substantial feel.
The entire line of Xerox® office and premium printer papers will be produced in either the U.S. or
Canada, and nearly all of the papers are Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) certified. Many of the
certified products will bear the well-known World Wildlife Fund® panda logo.
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through HP Authorized Distributors would be required to report
the name and address of their customers at the time of order
placement to the distributor they were buying from.
The notice sparked a strong and vocal negative reaction within
the dealer community which was made worse when it turned out
that their wholesalers seemed to know nothing about it.

they receive from their primary non-aligned office furniture suppliers, including more specialized furniture manufacturers.
Dealers were asked to rate their top-volume non-aligned suppliers in each of six product categories recognized by the Business
and Institutional Furniture Manufacturers Association (BIFMA).

When dealer buying group representatives contacted HP for clarification, they were told the notice had been sent out in error and
that the reporting requirement did not apply to supplies sales.

“A record 1,800 votes were cast for Manufacturer of the Year
in the Workstation/Systems, Seating, Casegoods, Filing, Tables
and Storage categories,” said Paula Kreuzburg, executive director of OFDA.

However, as late as October 20, staff in HP’s Contract Compliance Support department were telling dealers that the new end
user reporting requirement applied to all product groups—hardware, software and supplies—and that every and all resellers
would be required to submit data with no exceptions.

“Not only is this data valuable to dealers who can see where their
primary suppliers rank, it’s also valuable for manufacturers who
see exactly what the dealers want and can customize their offerings and support services to enhance relations with the dealer
community.”

With the HP media statement, which presumably will quickly be
given wider distribution within the independent dealer channel,
the confusion seems to be over.

This year’s winners were:
• Workstations/Systems—Trendway
• Seating—Allseating
• Casegoods—AIS
• Tables—National Office Furniture
• Filing—Great Openings
• Storage—Great Openings

The statement references the new HP (U.S.) Qualified Reseller
program for supplies which became effective November 1. The
requirements of that program, which had been announced to the
trade in March, are as follows:
1. Active HP U.S. Partner Agreement.
2. $15K six months minimum shipments for HP supplies
(PL1N, 5T, UK, K6 only), or $50K six months minimum
shipments for all HP products (all PLs).
3. Must have fully functional company website, a physical
address where you conduct your primary business
operations (i.e. no P.O. Box), and a phone number, all of
which are reflected on your website and matches your HP
PA information.
4. Must appropriately use HP brand trademarks, messaging,
and marketing materials, and present the HP supplies
portfolio to your customers in accordance with such
guidelines.
5. Must be in good standing with all other applicable HP
policies.

Focus is on New Learning Styles
and Environments at EdSpaces

And, the media statement adds, “These requirements do not include the reporting of end user data.” So now we know!

OFDA Announces Winners
of 2014 Dealers’ Choice Survey
The Independent Office Products & Furniture Dealers Association, through its Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA), has announced the winners of its 2014 Dealers’ Choice Survey.
The revamped survey aims to provide product-category-level
feedback from dealers of all sizes on the full range of support
NOVEMBER 2014

The Privee lounge seating solution from Borgo Contract Seating won the “Best of
Competition” award in this year’s Innovation Awards contest at EdSpaces.

As new technology and new work styles have redefined the
office workspace in recent years, very similar forces have also
been at work in the education market, leading to new approaches both to product design and the design of learning spaces for
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all ages—from pre-K through to colleges
and universities.
The impact of those forces was very much
on display in Tampa last month, as members of the Education Market Association
(EdMarket) hosted their 2014 EdSpaces
conference and expo.
More than 150 exhibitors were on hand
at the expo, to showcase the latest and
greatest new products for the learning
environment, with features such as increased mobility, flexibility and technology integration very much front and center.
Also new, increased emphasis on the need
to provide spaces that encourage creativity and engagement with the learning
process in general and that come with a
strong sustainability-oriented component.
As part of expo festivities, a panel of judges from the International Interior Design
Association (IIDA) highlighted excellence
in product design for the learning environment through a special EdSpaces Innovation Awards program. Winners included:
• Wall Surfaces: MooreCo for its Luxe
Glass Gorilla Glass Whiteboard
• Children’s Furniture: Whitney
Brothers for its Whitney Plus
Imagination Room
• Lectern/Teaching Stations: Diversified
Woodcrafts for its Hydroponic
Growing Center
• Student Desks: Ergotron for its
LearnFit Adjustable Standing Desk
• Systems Furniture: VA America for its
Shift+ system
• Specialties: ASSA ABLOY for its
IN120 WiFi Lock
• Seating and also, Best of
Competition: Borgo Contract Seating
for its Privee lounge seating solution
In addition to the expo, EdSpaces featured an extensive program of education
and training for dealers, architects and
designers and school and college administrators and other officials involved in the
learning environment.
For dealers, WorkPlace Furnishings VP of
NOVEMBER 2014

business development Hope Roadcap offered two sessions on value engineering a
project and creating new margin-building
opportunities.
In her session on value engineering,
Roadcap showed how dealers can blend
product from their primary aligned manufacturer for core project elements with
solutions from more value-priced suppliers for ancillary product areas to generate increased margin dollars—in some
instances more than doubling bottom line
value for the dealer.
In her margin-building session, she
showed how a focus on opportunities
beyond the basic systems, seating, casegoods and storage elements of a typical
project can also result in increased sales
and profit dollars.
Among the categories highlighted: artwork, signage, mail room furnishings,
high density storage, noise control, cabling systems, desk and recycling accessories and visual products.
Next year’s EdSpaces will take place October 28-30 in New Orleans.

APA, Dealer ‘Group of Groups,’
Seeks New Buy-Side, Sell-Side
Benefits
The effort by dealer groups to work together to reduce duplication and redundancy and cut back on the number of
industry meetings moved to a new level
last month, with the news that three of the
industry’s leading dealer organizations—
the AOPD national accounts marketing
group, the DSC members of TriMega
and DPCG (the Direct Purchasing Catalog Group)—are setting up a new dealer
“group of groups” to be known as the
American Purchasing Alliance (APA).
The new group, explained Mark Leazer of
FSI Office and an AOPD director, will bring
together some 50 of the industry’s largest
independent dealers who will negotiate

buying contracts with a group of ten or so
preferred vendors drawn from the industry’s major product categories.
AOPD’s role, according to a press release
issued last month on the new initiative, is
purely as a facilitator. “We have absolutely no intention to become a buying group
ourselves,” said AOPD executive director
Bud Mundt. “Our role will be to ensure
that the general purposes of this ‘group of
groups’ remains consistent with the initial
operating plans of the organization.”
Added AOPD chairman Pat Crowley of
S&T Office Products, “APA will provide
an opportunity to reduce duplication of
meetings and other activities and take
the costs associated with that duplication
and refocus them on strengthening the
independent dealer channel and actually
selling more product.”
While the desire to leverage collective
dealer buying power more effectively was
clearly the prime motivation behind the
formation of APA, the new joint effort also
offers some significant additional benefits, Leazer suggested.
“The APA structure will allow us to marry up the buy-side benefits of leveraging
the joint DSC-DPCG membership with the
sell-side benefits of AOPD’s marketing
programs, initially at the national account
level, but also at the local dealer level as
well,” he contended.
At the same time, Leazer stressed, APA
is not intended to eliminate or negate the
importance of the existing buying groups.
The groups with dealers participating in
APA will still maintain their current business
and operations models, with APA operating separately, but in concert with the existing sales and marketing side of AOPD,
according to the APA press release.
Organizationally, APA will be run by an Administrative Committee made up of representatives from the three participating
groups.
CONTINUED on page 21 >>
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Committee members include Jay Godwin and Yancey Jones for
DPCG; David Kenworthy and George Wood for DSC, and Pat
Crowley and Mark Leazer for AOPD. Bud Mundt will also serve
as an ex-officio member of the APA Administrative Committee.
In addition, a separate APA contract negotiations team will spearhead purchasing efforts and develop compliance requisites and
program goals.
Contract negotiations team members include Greg Fish and Ed
Walper for DSC and Doug Whetstone and Gordon Pepper for
DPCG.
“We may never see the existing buying groups merge because
there are just too many differences to overcome but a newly
formed ‘group of groups’ may be the best opportunity to implement the level of consolidation and collaboration that our channel needs,” Leazer added.

Joel Vockrodt of Office Peeps, in Watertown, SD, and Bill
Schuette, Smart Business Products, in Columbia, MO, were
each elected to three-year terms on the board. Steve Gordon,
Independence Business Supplies of Cleveland, was re-elected
to another three-year term.
At a subsequent meeting of the new board, the following officers
were elected for the 2014-2015 year: Chairman: Bryan Kristenson, Office Plus of Kansas, Wichita; Vice Chairman: David Sanner, Sanner Office Solutions, Erie, Pennsylvania; Treasurer: Brian
Kerr, Kerr Group, Elizabethtown, Kentucky, and Secretary: Joel
Vockrodt, Office Peeps, Watertown, South Dakota.

Dallas Dealer Preferred Business Solutions Joins
Pinnacle
Dallas-based independent dealer Preferred Business Solutions
has joined the Pinnacle Affiliates dealer group.

Independent Stationers Elects Board of Directors,
Officers for 2014-2015
Followings its recent EPIC 2014 convention which it co-hosted
with the TriMega dealer group, Independent Stationers has announced its 2014-2015 board of directors.

“At Preferred Business Solutions we always strive to deliver the
best to our customers, vendors and our employees,” commented
Preferred’s Andrew Atkinson. “We believe with the buying power
as well as the peer group that Pinnacle has to offer we can accelerate our mission.”
CONTINUED on page 22 >>
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Added Pinnacle chairman Kevin Johnson,
“We are excited that Preferred Business
Solutions, another market leading independent dealer peer, has chosen to join
Pinnacle. I am certain Andrew and Preferred will make a strong contribution to
our group.”

“I am excited for the challenges ahead
and look forward to growing C-Line’s
sales and customer base,” she said.

Fortune Web Marketing and
Thalerus Group Collaborate
Fortune Web Marketing and Thalerus
Group have announced a collaboration
that will join the Internet marketing firm’s
industry knowledge with VIBENet, Thalerus
Group’s cloud-based ERP solution.
The collaboration is aimed at making the
VIBENet webstore a more powerful online
marketing platform for independents, the
two companies said.

Jennifer Krach Named VP of Sales
at C-Line
Jennifer Krach, formerly national key account manager at C-Line Products, has
been promoted to vice president of sales
for the company.
“Jennifer has done a wonderful job for
C-Line as a national key account manager and her professionalism, hard work and
energy will continue to be a great asset to
C-Line in her new role” commented Jim
Krumwiede, president of C-Line.
“Jen has worked hard to expand C-Line’s
business with existing customers as well
as developed significant new business
opportunities for C-Line with new customers and new channels of distribution.”
In her new role, Krach’s major responsibilities will include managing C-Line’s overall
sales activities and directing C-Line’s national key account managers Mike Lynch
and John Raniere. She will continue to be
actively involved in major account management and work with the sales team to
direct C-Line’s sales rep organizations to
meet the company’s overall corporate objectives.

“The premise is simple,” commented Fortune Web Marketing president Jennifer
Rae Schulman. “We do what is best for
the dealer. By working with various, flexible platforms we leverage our OP industry
and online marketing expertise to open
up opportunities that were not there for
dealers before … It has been a pleasure
to go down this path and we look forward
to working closely with Thalerus Group to
launch new features in the near future.”
Added Thalerus Group president and CEO
Lillian Yeh, “Thalerus looks for partners
with similar goals and high standards and
we have found that in Fortune Web Marketing. With VIBENet We always seek to
offer our dealers the latest in online marketing strategies that enhance their brand
and selling capabilities, and the Fortune
Web Marketing analytics and Search Marketing services will assist our dealers in
these key areas.”

Clover Joins Technology United
Consortium

Technology United was formed in July
2011 and brings together a number of
technology companies covering IT security and embedded technology to IT automation and supply chain management.
“I am excited to represent Clover on the
board of directors at Technology United and look forward to the collaborative
opportunities it will provide,” said Steve
Noyes, senior vice president of Clover.
“Our broad product assortment nicely
complements the innovative technology
solutions Technology United provides its
global customer base.”

Rod Jackson Named Director of
Sales at Samsill
Industry veteran Rod Jackson has been
named director of sales at Samsill Corporation.
Jackson started his industry career with
the Stationery Products Division of Gillette Company in 1982. Since then, he has
held senior sales positions with several
industry companies including Boise Cascade, Cardinal Brands, TOPS and Gussco
Manufacturing.
He joined Samsill as national sales manager in 2013 before being promoted to director of sales in September.

Imaging supplies and printer and computer parts provider Clover has joined Technology United as a new board member.

CONTINUED on page 24 >>
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Pacon Acquires Assets of Roselle Paper Company
Education, art and craft products manufacturer Pacon Corporation announced last month that it has completed the acquisition
of the assets of Roselle Paper Co.

AmpliVox ‘Pink Podium Promise’ Donations Promote
Breast Cancer Awareness

Roselle is a producer of school, office and art products and
Pacon acquired its equipment, inventory and trade name.
Roselle’s assets and operations will be consolidated with Pacon’s
facilities in Appleton, Wisconsin and Barrie, Ontario, Canada. Financial details of the transaction were not disclosed.

Duracell Professional Launches New Online Batteries
Training Resource

October was Breast Cancer Awareness month and as it has in
previous years, the office products industry was out in force to
do their part.
Duracell Professional has introduced the Duracell Training Center, an online program designed to educate sales representatives
about sales opportunities in the battery market.
The program, which is available for free, provides an overview of
the battery market, insights into battery use in eleven industries
and sales tools.
Tools include an opportunity calculator, catalog, battery opportunity maps for various channels, links to promotions and educational videos on battery products and the channels in which
they are used.
“The goal of Duracell Training is to help direct sales representatives earn their share of the $3.8 billion professional battery
market,” said Paul Schacht, Duracell Professional team lead.
“We are confident this user-friendly website will provide sales
professionals the knowledge and tools they need to boost their
battery sales.”
Visit www.duracelltraining.com to learn more.

Case in point: The Pink Podium Promise from AmpliVox Sound
Systems, which delivers all-weather pink lecterns free of charge
to local breast cancer organizations.
Since it launched in 2010, the Pink Podium Promise has placed
lecterns with well over 200 groups, including national fundraising
and research groups, American Cancer Society chapters, foundations, hospitals and local governments. One lectern even went
to the US military in Iraq for use in educational programs.
Don Roth, the CEO of AmpliVox, conceived of the Pink Podium
program as a tangible way to help advocacy organizations get
their messages across. “AmpliVox products are all designed to
make people’s voices be heard, and our lecterns were a perfect
match of product and need,” said Roth, a cancer survivor himself. “These organizations do a great job of raising awareness,
and we want to be on the front lines supporting them.”
Roth also offers “Pink Power” megaphones to any interested
group for use in educational or fundraising events, including
massive race events in New York’s Central Park in 2012 and
2013 for which AmpliVox provided over 50 megaphones.
For additional information about the Pink Podium Promise, visit
www.ampli.com.
CONTINUED on page 26 >>
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IN MEMORIAM:

William D. ‘Bill’ Crawford
William “Bill” David Crawford, former president of Mead Hatcher, Inc., died at
his home in Huntersville, North Carolina, on October 13. He was 68.
In addition to heading up his own manufacturing company, Crawford also held
leadership positions with many industry associations, most notably the Office
Products Manufacturers Association and the Business Products Industry Association, forerunner to IOPFDA, where he served as 1998-1999 chairman.
Crawford was a Navy Veteran of the Vietnam War where he served on the USS
Forrestal. He was buried with full military honors on October 27 at Barrancas
National Cemetery in Pensacola, Florida.
He is survived by his wife, Elaine Randall Crawford of Huntersville; two sons,
Sam Crawford and wife Angela of Huntersville and Michael Upton and wife
Amy of Jacksonville, AL; four grandchildren, Alexa and Colin MacLamroc, Caroline Crawford and Courtney Bowles; two brothers, Bruce Crawford of Orange
County, CA and Brian Crawford of Birmingham, AL; one sister, Ginny Parker
of Lexington, VA.
Memorial donations may be made to The Walter Reed Society, 8901 Wisconsin Avenue, #303, Bethesda, MD 20889-5600 and the Semper Fi Foundation,
145 East Prospect Avenue, Suite 200, Danville, CA 94526.
Online condolences can be made to http://jamesfuneralhomelkn.com.
CONTINUED on page 28 >>
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NEWSMAKER INTERVIEW:

BSA Lifetime Achievement Honoree Jim Hebert

When the Business Solutions Association (BSA) presented Jim
Hebert with a Lifetime Achievement Award at its meeting last
month, it represented industry-wide recognition of a career
whose impact has been felt one way or another throughout virtually the entire independent dealer channel.
Jim started out in the office products industry some 42 years
ago, working for a small independent in Kenosha, Wisconsin
where he did just about everything from placing and picking orders to driving the delivery truck.
From there, he moved on to Burgess, Anderson & Tate (BAT), at
that time a large contract stationer based in Zion, Illinois. Initially hired as a customer service rep, he moved steadily through
the ranks until he was managing the dealership’s purchasing and
warehouse operations.
It was a time when independents were beginning to see the value
of working together to leverage their collective purchasing and
marketing resources and when BAT and several other dealers
decided to form a buying group, which they called National Purchasing Association (NPA), Jim was a logical choice to help set
it up.
After seven years with NPA in Jackson, Mississippi, Jim moved
on to another group, National Office Buyers (NOB) before leaving
them in 1998 to form the group he currently heads, Birmingham,
Alabama-based Office Partners.

tives on today’s independents and some of the challenges they
face. Here’s what he had to say.

There’s a page on the Office Partners website that says
“Remembering the obstacles is the only way to assess
your success.” What were the biggest obstacles you
had to overcome in your career and what do you view as
some of your biggest successes?
HEBERT: Probably my biggest obstacle was the fact that I didn’t
have a four-year degree. That meant I had to become more
street-smart than book-smart but looking back on how things
developed, that was probably better for me, anyway.
Otherwise, I’ve been pretty lucky. The industry has taken care
of me like I was its red-headed stepchild. Every time I’ve quit or
decided to do something else, something better has come along.
People have taken care of me when I needed it and I really haven’t had a lot of bad things happen.
As far as successes go, I would have to point to the initial work
we did at NPA and putting the first big programs together with the
manufacturers and getting them involved in the buying groups.
There had been some smaller dealer buying groups before NPA
but we were really the first one of size and initially the manufacturers were deathly afraid of us.

We caught up with Jim shortly before BSA presented its award
and asked him to look back on his career and offer his perspecNOVEMBER 2014
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They knew nothing about NPA and there
was a lot of concern among the manufacturers about what we were up to and what
it was it all going to cost them.
It wasn’t easy and it didn’t happen overnight but eventually we were able to deal
with the animosity and convince the manufacturers that we were for real and that
we’re weren’t out to make life difficult
for them but rather, what we were doing
would be good for their future as much as
for the dealer’s. And to the manufacturers’
credit, they came round and came up with
programs that have been a huge benefit
for the dealers.

As someone who can look back on
the industry over some 40 years,
what’s your perspective on the overall
state of the independent dealer
today? What do you like and what
don’t you like?
HEBERT: I like the fact that the guys who
are still around today are here because
they have learned to change with the
marketplace. They’ve made the right investments in their businesses and taken
on a much broader range of products than
ever before.
I don’t like the fact there’s a huge dependence on the wholesaler among independent dealers today and when you have a
situation where there are two big national
players left at to choose from, that’s not a
healthy situation.
It’s not a totally negative situation, either.
In today’s business world, the wholesalers
do a tremendous amount for the dealers
to keep them in business and I certainly
don’t want to undervalue all that. But it’s
still not a good thing that so many dealers
are as dependent on their wholesaler as
they are.
I also don’t think dealers as a whole pay
enough attention to technology, particularly as it relates to their online business
and to social media.
NOVEMBER 2014

Any time you start talking about
dealer groups and their programs,
sooner or later the issue of
compliance comes up and phrases
like “herding cats” get thrown around.
As someone who’s spent much of
this industry career managing dealer
groups, is that what it’s been like for
you?
HEBERT: This will probably sound like
heresy but I think the worst thing we’ve
done as buying groups is to try and impose compliance on our dealers.
Dealers are ultimately dependent on their
customers telling them what they should
buy and sell to them. Product selection
should be driven by the customer and not
by the buying group, much as some of us
would like it to be different.
That’s why all the groups—including the
ones with very large dealer members—
have a very difficult time getting compliance from their members. If the customer
doesn’t want it, it’s not going to happen.
What makes it work is that the manufacturers for the most part understand that
you can only give them so much. You
can try all kind of different marketing programs to promote particular brands but at
the end of the day, dealers still take orders
and if a customer wants a particular product, that’s what they sell them. That’s just
the reality of the marketplace.

As the head of a Service Disabled
veteran-owned company, what’s your
perspective on how the government
buys its office supplies and the latest
developments on the FSSI front?
HEBERT: I think they’re crazy. There’s
no rhyme or reason to what they do. The
FSSI contract itself is very difficult to manage and now there are proposals to move
office furniture to a FSSI platform, which
would be even more difficult.
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It would be nice if the government was
smart enough to bring in some office
products people to help them learn how
to buy and decided to make their contracts available to more people but I don’t
think any of that is very likely.

We’ve just seen IS and TriMega cohost a second successful tradeshow
and that was followed by the news
that AOPD, DPCG and TriMega’s
DSC organization are putting together
a new group for large dealers
which will be called the American
Purchasing Association (APA). What
are the chances of Office Partners
ever working together with some of
the other groups?
HEBERT: We all talk to one another but
so far, at least, it really hasn’t made sense
for us to do any kind of joint effort with
the other groups. The IS-TriMega event,
for example, is basically a traditional tabletop type tradeshow. Our convention is
a series of one-on-one meetings.
Someday down the road, it would probably be a good thing for us to partner with
one or more of the other groups. There’s
no downside to working with one another
but it just needs to be the right format.

What about the future for Jim
Hebert? You’ve had a terrific career.
How many more years can we look
forward to?
HEBERT: It’s the only thing I know. I’ve
been doing it for 42 years now and I think
I’ll just keep on doing it. I hope there won’t
be too many people in the industry unhappy about that!
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What’s My Return
On Investment?
By Paul Miller, NOPA Director of Legislative and Regulatory Affairs
Today’s business environment is more complex and challenging than ever—from the rapid
pace of technology and the ever changing government market to our Nation’s Capital that
appears to have ground to a complete halt over the past couple of years.
These changes—both good and bad—make it more critical than ever that you make the right
decisions as business owners and managers on how best to use your budgets to get the best
return on your investments.
One decision that has to be made each year is, do I invest in my national industry association?
Today the answer to this question is easy and it’s a resounding YES!
Your business absolutely needs the association and the critical lobbying component it provides. That might not have been the case ten years ago but today, Washington has changed
so much that businesses of all types and sizes have figured out that lobbying has to be a line
item in their budget.
Whether a company hires its own lobbyist or uses its national industry association for its lobbying needs, the basic fact still holds true: If you don’t have representation in Washington as
a constant line item in your annual budget your business is going to suffer.
Progressive business owners today understand that if they are not keeping up with all the proposed legislative and regulatory changes taking shape in Washington they will have missed a
key business opportunity.
Look around at your industry leaders and see which ones are active in NOPA or who use their
own lobbyists and see how their businesses are doing.
Earlier this year, a proposal was making the rounds in Congress to raise the minimum wage
to $22 an hour. How many of you could operate successfully if you had to meet that requirement?
Look at your healthcare costs and the rule implemented in 2014 which requires employers
to include the cost of an employee’s healthcare on their W-2. The White House claims this is
a way to show employees what employers are paying towards their annual healthcare costs
each year. If you buy that I have some great vacation property to sell you in Afghanistan!
The reality of this new requirement is that at some point in the future, it will enable the government to tax healthcare benefits as income.
Now add in continued talk about raising the corporate tax rate, which is already the highest of
any competing nation (and we wonder why companies set-up shop overseas!).
On top of that, calculate the additional taxes being talked about on your own personal income. Not a rosy picture and certainly not a positive one for your business and its bottom line.
CONTINUED on page 32 >>
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And that’s just the most highly visible examples of how what
happens in Washington can impact your business.

of the aisle to get the attention on issues important to your business and its growth.

What would you do if the EPA had implemented its new storm
water regulations earlier this year?

These efforts are going to see good days and bad days, but if
you are sitting on the sidelines, all you will see are bad days.

Those regulations stated that if you had any kind of water drainage that created a pool on your property you would be required
to put in a drainage system so that pooling didn’t occur. This
would cost your business tens of thousands of dollars to comply with.

Obviously, NOPA’s advocacy efforts will not be the only thing that
drives success for your business, but combined with all the other
components of your business plan, I am willing to bet heavily
those efforts will help you be more successful.

Luckily, this rule has been halted, but it still lingers out there with
the potential to be implemented.
So when you step back and take a look at what Washington is
doing, there’s really only one possible conclusion: You have to be
an active participant or be left behind.

Today’s business environment demands

My job is to do everything in my power to stop burdensome and
costly regulations that hurt your business and make sure that the
White House, Congress and government agencies come to you
for advice and not to your competition. There is a reason why the
big boxes no longer own the government market and NOPA is a
large part of that reason.
So as you work on your 2015 budgets, stop for a moment and
think about what Washington is doing (or proposing) and the impact it will have on your business.

that you have a voice in Washington. The
office products industry may have had
some difficult years dealing with the federal
government, but it would have been a heck
of a lot worse if it had not been for NOPA.
I’m not going to tell you we have won every battle because we
haven’t. However, we have won some significant ones that have
directly helped your bottom line.
We helped change how the U.S. Postal Service buys office supplies and shifted the Department of the Army from the big boxes to all small businesses. We also stopped plans to implement
what would have been very harmful changes to the small business size standards for most dealers that would have put them
in a category other than small.
You might not see the impact of all this show up as numbers on
a spreadsheet each month, but I can assure you these are good
size savings that are possible because you and other dealers like
you committed to including advocacy in your business strategy.
NOPA has gone through some big changes this past year and I
for one am excited about the future and the opportunity this has
presented to our advocacy efforts in Washington.
Forget where you are on the political spectrum and instead look
at how NOPA has been able to work with key allies on both sides
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NOPA’s advocacy efforts are no more than an extension of your
sales team. My job is to market your brand and get out there and
sell this industry and what it can do.

For literally pennies on the dollar NOPA can help minimize the
negatives and accentuate the positives of that impact.
Today’s Washington environment is probably more chaotic than
it’s been in a long time and that makes NOPA’s advocacy role
even more valuable. Things don’t happen through the normal
channels today and you need someone who can maneuver
through this mine field and still find a way to get things done.
NOPA has done that and we will continue to do that.
For those who are skeptical, talk to your colleagues in other
industries and see how they are invested in their industry
advocacy efforts.
Next year is going to be very busy for our industry and we need
you to be part of the team. Neither you, your employees nor your
business can afford to sit it out and think everything will simply
work itself out the way you want it to.
You and your fellow dealers need a strong voice in Washington.
NOPA can be that voice, but only with your support.

As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory affairs, Paul Miller is the
association’s government advocacy representative on Capitol Hill. Miller represents
NOPA and dealer interests before the U.S. Government and key states; insisting on
a level playing field in contracting for independents and protecting office products
dealers’ business against misguided government proposals. For more information,
visit www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.
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NOPA Answers Your
Frequently Asked Questions
In the course of the year, the National Office Products Alliance (NOPA) receives hundreds of questions from dealership principals and
their employees across the nation. To provide you with a better understanding of what we do, the benefits we offer and the goals we
have, we’ve compiled answers to a few of the most frequently asked questions.

Q:

What exactly is the IOPFDA and how is NOPA a part of
it?

A:
The Independent Office Products and Furniture Dealers
Association or IOPFDA is the parent association of the
National Office Products Alliance (NOPA). The IOPFDA
was formed in 1999 with NOPA and its sister alliance,
the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance (OFDA), which both
work under IOPFDA.

Q:

Q:
A:

All immediate family (sorry, no neighbors) of a
member can apply for one of many one-year
scholarships we offer. Last year, 41 one-year
scholarships were awarded. Applications will be
available at the beginning of the year for 2015-2016.

Q:

If my company is a member of NOPA, as an
employee, am I considered a member of the
association?

A:

As an employee, can I apply for a scholarship? How
about my kids? My step-kids? My grand kids? My
neighbor?

Do you really think that manufacturers and
wholesalers will work together to develop standards
for the industry?

A:
Yes, if you are an employee of a member dealership
or affiliate, you are a member of NOPA and are
therefore entitled to all the benefits of membership,
which includes discounted services, eNewsletters
with all the latest news and educational offerings,
such as monthly webinars and much more.

We do, and they are. Acting on behalf of the dealer,
we have committees that meet several times each
year to facilitate the development of standards. On
the office products side, since 2005, we’ve been
working with the Business Solutions Association
(BSA) to develop the Office Products Industry Data
Standards (OPIDS) and eContent Management
Standards. And, on behalf of those dealers who offer
office furniture, the OFDAxml schema is available
to manufacturers through all the major software
vendors; this alone looks to unite the industry.
CONTINUED on page 34 >>
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Q:

continued from page 33

Q:

Why should I update my account on IOPFDA’s new
website?

A:

Isn’t the only representation that NOPA has in
Washington related to government sales and FSSI?

A:
The information on your dealership is part of a
database that is available to businesses and
consumers looking to support their local NOPA
office products dealer. Through NOPA’s Independent
Dealer Locator (IDL) tool, potential customers need
only enter their zip code to get a listing of their
local NOPA dealers. Please check your listing and
ensure that all the information is correct. If you’d
like to boost your presence, you can update your
information and add your dealership’s logo.

Not at all. Fairness in government contracting is only
one issue that NOPA targets on behalf of the dealer
community and small business, in general. NOPA’s
Legislative & Regulatory Affairs Committee is actively
involved on many other issues, including tax reform,
OSHA regulations, pass-throughs, minimum wage
requirements and the Affordable Care Act.
Although you may not always see everything NOPA is doing
on behalf of the independent dealer, you can rest assured that
your association is working for you. Make sure your employees
know that, too, by adding them to your account to receive our
eNewsletters and monthly webinar offers.
Thank you for your continued support, and we look forward to
continuing to serve you and the dealer community in 2015. Any
questions can be directed to nopa@iopfda.org.

Did You Know?
NOPA is the unified voice
of independent office
products dealers throughout
the United States with
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By Stephanie Vozza

Office products dealers are a generous bunch. From donating supplies to charity
auctions and giving money to worthwhile causes to providing free services and
manpower to the community, they’re making their mark on the places where they
do business.
They aren’t alone, of course. According to a study by Ernst & Young and the
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund, 89% of small-business owners donate money, both
personally and through their companies. And 62% say giving back makes their
companies more successful in the long run. But how they do it varies.
CONTINUED on page 37 >>
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We talked with nine independent office
dealers who have robust community
giving programs. While their reasons for
being active in their communities are similar—it’s the right thing to do—how they
execute their programs is very different:

A culture
of giving starts
at the top
The founders of Give Something Back,
based in Oakland, California, formed
the company to be a charitable vehicle.
Adopting the Newman’s Own business
model of donating its profits to nonprofit organizations, the company exists to
make a difference. To date, it has donated
$6 million, nearly 75% of the company’s
bottom line profits.
“We’re organized for competing in the
marketplace on basis of price, value and
product,” says president and co-founder
Mike Hannigan. “The idea is to earn as
much profit as possible so we can give
more back.”
Hannigan, who had a successful career
in management with Xerox for 15 years,
says he was active in social movements
during the late ‘60s and ‘70s.
“Although I was very successful as a businessperson, I was never really comfortable in that role and never happy unless I
was involved in some type of community
political activism,” he says. “I approached
[co-founder] Sean Marx with the idea of
forming a company that would combine
our business skills and our values.”
Profits are distributed into the communities where sales are generated, including
Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco,
Portland and Seattle. The company holds
back enough profit dollars to guarantee it
stays solvent, donating the rest. In business for 23 years, the first 21 years of
profits have been given away, says Hannigan.
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This is the Mayor’s Keeping Memphis Beautiful Initiative. Each company takes a portion of the street and picks up
trash and debris. From the left: Yuletide’s Justin Miller, Marc Henley, Chris Miller, Todd Miller and Allen Chapman.

At Yuletide Office Supply in Memphis,
community giving is in the DNA. A third
generation family business, president
Chris Miller says his grandmother was a
strong Christian who liked to help others.
Her priorities and beliefs inspired her family’s business ethic.
“Giving is something I am very big on,”
says Miller. “That’s what life is all about—
giving back. It’s not just about you. While
we set aside 9% of our net profit, it usually turns out that we give more like 16%
or 17%. Nationally, most companies set
aside 2% to 3%.”
Yuletide is involved with the Church Health
Center, a local organization that provides
affordable healthcare to the uninsured. It
also supports the Mid-South Food Bank
and the Make a Wish Foundation, as well
as the annual COMEC Golf Tournament,
which raises money for missing and exploited children.

Get employees
involved
At many dealerships, employees help
provide direction for the giving plan. One
Point in Scranton, Pennsylvania, formed
INDEPENDENT DEALER

the One Point of Light Charity Committee
to help decide where it would put its time
and money.
Jeanne McCloe, who works in the operations department, says the owner and
employees suggest projects, programs
and agencies on a planned and emergency basis.
Currently, One Point allocates 5% of its
bottom line to charity and mission work
and participates in events such as a local
Thanksgiving dinner drive, adopt-a-family
programs for Thanksgiving and Christmas
and the Big Brothers Big Sisters bowla-thon. It also supports the local rescue
mission and homeless shelter.
At Perry Office Plus in Killeen, Texas, employees are involved in local Chambers of
Commerce, Rotary Clubs, Lions Clubs,
Downtown Merchant Associations and
school organizations.
The dealership also has a giving fund by
which employees voluntarily contribute
through payroll deductions.
“At the end of the year, employees vote on
the recipients of those funds and we invite those organizations to our office to reCONTINUED on page 38 >>
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to the environment. With offices in Denver
and St. Louis, it works with nonprofits that
are doing work to save the earth.
“Nonprofits that spend their hard-earned
money with us and recycle with us, get
our money first,” says Chuck Pass, chief
operations honcho. “We’ve also been a
sponsor of the Earth Day festival in St.
Louis since 1990. It’s been a great way
to get in front of 20,000 to 30,000 people
and talk about the environment.”

The Northeast Regional Cancer Institute recognized
One Point for its involvement with their annual colon
cancer awareness campaign. (L to R) Patrick McMahon,
President, One Point; Meegan Possemato, Manager of
Business Development; Peter Danchak, Chairman of the
Board of Directors NE Regional Cancer Institute; Patricia
Lawless, Cancer Institute; Lindsey Fredericks, Cancer
Institute.

ceive a check,” says president Harry Macey. “I really like the giving fund because
it involves our employees. Employees
like it because it’s easier to give in small
amounts over the course of the year than
try to give something substantial during
the holidays when funds are sometimes
tighter. Then they’re able to pool their resources to make a bigger impact.”

Pedro’s Planet also offers recycling and
shredding services to customers free of
charge: “These services easily add an
extra hour and a half to our drivers’ day,”
says Pass. “Our trucks go out full and
come back full. There’s no money in that,
but we feel it’s important to give back to
the community. We hate seeing that stuff
going to a landfill, so we take a hit financially to keep it going.”
“Our first love is to support the arts,”
says Leslie Smith, administrative services
manager for Baker Office Products in
Lubbock, Texas.
“We are downtown in the cultural district,”
Smith explains. “In fact, Baker Office
Products started as an art gallery along
with office products. Eventually, it was
not feasible financially and it fell by the
wayside, but we still keep it close to our

hearts.”
As a result, Baker Office Products supports causes such as the Lubbock Symphony, Masterpiece Theater on the local
PBS station and Ballet Lubbock. The
company is also involved with the area’s
education and recreation departments.
Smith says when choosing an organization, dealers should look to see the area’s
biggest need or where the interests of the
business lie.
“What’s going to further your brand?” she
asks. “When our customers see our commercials during Masterpiece Theater, they
know we’re a community supporter.”

Support
several causes
One of the advantages of being an independent dealer is the ability to be nimble
with decisions, and several dealers we
talked to say they choose charities and
events on a case-by-case basis.
Addison Jones, executive vice president
of The Supply Room Companies (TSCRC)
in Ashland, Virginia. says employees and
management will suggest good projects
to choose, and the company makes decisions quarterly.

Yuletide employees are required to help
with at least two events the company
sponsors each year, says Miller, but many
do things on their own time. For example,
Ben Miller, purchasing and operations
manager, uses his lunch hour to walk
dogs for the local humane society.

Adopt
a main cause
Choosing organizations and events to
support can be challenging. Some dealers feel passionate about a single cause
and focus its attention on that area. As its
name implies, Pedro’s Planet is dedicated
NOVEMBER 2014
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One of the organizations that TSRC
supports is the Special Olympics. They
also provide water bottles for community events, including a YMCA race. The
company also supports Hanover County
schools, and participated in a Wounded Warrior Project for the armed forces,
Coats for Kids, Relay for Life, and Operation Christmas Child.
“We have a broad list,” says Jones. “We
touch a lot of things. Some things we
repeat and some we pick up as we go
along.” One new effort is working with
their area Child Protective Services providing a Pillow Pet to children who were
being taken from their homes because of
abuse. “The kids can use the Pillow Pet
for comfort,” says Jones. “It’s a neat thing
to do.”

Look for the
“circle of
commerce”
Whatever you choose to support, Al Lynden, president of Chuckals Office Products in Tacoma, says it’s important to look
for the win/win.
“Opportunities come up on a regular basis, and if it’s a cause of one of our large
customers, it’s something we bring to
table to discuss,” he says. “We look for
opportunities to give but we look for them
from our existing customer base.”
Chuckals sponsors three major organizations: YWCA, Emergency Food Network
and Goodwill. They also participate in
a golf tournament that supports City of
Hope as well as a wounded veterans program for golf. Lynden says a successful
community-giving program is one where
there’s some mutual support.
“Don’t be afraid to say to Goodwill or Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, ‘You’re spending
money in office supplies, and you need
to spend it with us,’” he says. “All of the
money we make goes back to them in
kind or in things like auction dinners or
NOVEMBER 2014

desks. This kind of arrangement keeps
the circle of commerce going. If they say
they’re going to buy from Staples but ask
us to still give, the circle of commerce has
broken and it’s impossible for us to give.”
To widen the circle, Chuckals gives rebates to companies based on the volume
of their business. Lynden says they have
a program where they match the rebate
with a donation to the charity of the company’s choice. “This affords us an opportunity to touch base with nonprofits we
don’t work with,” he says. “We’ve been
told we’re one of the most giving businesses in community per capita. We find
lots of ways to give.”

Involve
customers
One way dealers amplify their community-giving programs is by getting customer involvement. Give Something Back
chooses the nonprofits it supports by let-

ting its customers vote.
“The community tells us where the profits
that came out of their need go,” says Hannigan. “I’m most proud of our diversity.
We’ve supported healthcare, the homeless, food banks, animal rights, children’s
organizations and public education. All of
the issues in the world in general compete
for funds. We’ve integrated a process of
democracy, and equal opportunity to decide.”
Twist Office Products based in Wood
Dale, Illinois, involves its customers by
asking for their help. Holding an annual
toy drive, the dealer invites customers to
donate gifts. Drivers pass out flyers and
the company’s Facebook page highlights
the event.
“Through social media, we’re able to get
people involved that aren’t even customers of ours,” says Wendy Pike, president.
“It gives us more recognition and helps us
get our name out there.”
CONTINUED on page 40 >>
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Perry Office Plus also involves the community by holding charity office makeovers.
Community members vote to choose the
recipient and the company provides office
or school furniture to the winner.

Partner with
manufacturers
and dealer
groups
Another way to have a bigger impact is
by looking for giving partners. Twist Office
Products participated in the annual breast
cancer walk Making Strides. The company was able to get manufacturers to donate pink items for breast cancer awareness that they used as gifts for those who
came out to show support.
TSRC is an AOPD member and participates in that group’s annual City of Hope
fundraiser. They also participated in United Stationers’ Backpacks for Kids program, donating 100 backpacks to local
school kids in need.

Think
beyond cash
Lynden says dealers should look for other ways to give to the community besides donations. For example, each year,
Chuckals donates use of its trucks to
deliver nearly 500 meals at Christmas to
families in need. The company also allows
its warehouse to be used for charitable
events.
“Don’t hesitate to count everything you
give,” he says. “We have a farm community and when the fields are harvested,
there’s a lot left. Gleaning has fed the poor
for years. We take all that leftover food
and move it with our trucks, which aren’t
being used on the weekend. That’s also
giving to your community.”
Chuckals was recently named by Goodwill
as a CAP [corporate alliance partner], and
NOVEMBER 2014

the company’s logo is now on the back of
their local trucks, along with Walmart, Key
Bank and Starbucks.

essay,” says Pike. “We have two locations
—in Minnesota and Illinois—and we give
away a $1,000 scholarship at each one.”

“We don’t match contributions dollar for
dollar, but we do other things,” says Lynden. For example, Chuckals hires caterers
from Goodwill’s training program. They
also hire Goodwill’s corporate cleaning
and landscaping services.

Entrants answer an essay question that
has to do with office supplies. Once participants were asked, “If you were stranded on a deserted island, what one office
supply would you like to have and why?”

Give Something Back found a way to
take advantage of its empty trucks.
Instead of letting them drive back empty
and just burn fuel, the dealership started
an electronic waste pickup service,
delivering unwanted items to the proper
waste stream or dropping off equipment
collected to a local nonprofit organization
that uses them to train people transitioning
into employment.
“The electronic junk we pick up is used
as training materials for electronic repair,”
says Hannigan. “We’re using an asset we
had that wasn’t being 100% utilized for a
community benefit and it doesn’t cost us
additional money.”
Give Something Back trucks also pick up
food collection barrels and deliver them to
food banks, saving the organizations time
and money.
“These little things result in huge community trust,” says Hannigan. “Any company
can think about the assets they have and
how they can benefit the community.”

Create your
own community
programs
Some dealers create their own programs.
While it’s involved with causes that focus on women, children, education and
health, Twist Office Products decided to
give back in a different way.

The results
Lynden says the main reason he’s in the
office supply business isn’t the love of
pencils or toner: “It’s what you do with
people,” he says. “We’re in a people business. We’re part of this village and as long
as people understand the circle of commerce, I’m in.”
Pike says it’s hard to measure the impact
community involvement has on your business. “I don’t know if people make buying
decisions based on what we’re doing,” she
says. “If they’re already buying from you,
it reinforces your values and showcases
your company. Whether it brings money to
the table or not, it’s something that I personally find very important.”
Macey says a community giving program
separates independent dealers from the
rest of the industry: “The box stores don’t
get involved in the community,” he says.
“Amazon and the other Internet companies don’t get involved in the community.
We are as much a part of this community
as the community is a part of us.”
Smith agrees: “Local dealers are your
community support,” she says. “When
a local elementary school burned down
here this year you didn’t see Staples or
Office Depot out there. You don’t see big
box stores supporting PBS. Some things
are fun things to support and some things
you just know you need to support because it’s the right thing to do.”

“We have a scholarship contest where we
invite employees, their dependents and
dependents of customers to submit an
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United Stationers Marketing Preview:

The New Digital Reality

Digital marketing materials are
gaining in importance as more
buyers move online and catalog
usage begins to decline
By Michael Chazin,
United Stationers Communications Manager

Consumer research conducted by United Stationers earlier this
year provided valuable insights that indicate the need for independent resellers to rethink their marketing mix.
United’s survey discovered that 71% of customer orders are now
placed online. That same research reported that B2B buyers prefer to go online for 7 of 8 purchase process activities to using a
hefty, all-inclusive catalog.
For 13% of customers, full-line reference catalogs like United’s
1,600-page Everything for the Workplace (EFTW) catalog are
critical and used many times per week. These tend to be loyal,
high-volume customers and it is important to identify these core
users and provide them with new catalogs as soon as they are
available.

Another 57% of customers still refer to comprehensive catalogs
occasionally but rely more heavily on the Internet to gather product information. These “soft users” are the ideal audience for
regular email promotions and more-focused, promotional flyers.
The survey further revealed that 30% of those surveyed no longer
use these tome-like catalogs at all and 42% call them a “waste
of paper.”
Armed with these facts, United Stationers’ 2015 Marketing Power program focuses on strategies to create an intelligent mix of
digital and print marketing that best reflects end users’ shopping
needs and behavior.
“It’s more important than ever that independent resellers recognize their customers’ shift to the digital world—where consumers
CONTINUED on page 42 >>
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are browsing, researching and buying,”
explains Diane Hund, United Stationers’
vice president of marketing. “The shift
to online shopping is no surprise, but it’s
happening faster than most anticipated.”
Last year, for the first time, the average
adult spent more time with digital media
than with TV. Sixty-six percent of employees use two or more digital devices every
day, including desktops, laptops, smart
phones and tablets.
“This year’s Marketing Power program
really brings home the point that independent resellers must emphasize digital
touch points in their marketing mix if they
want to drive average order values higher
and convert shoppers to buyers,” adds
Hund.
As customers interact in an increasingly
digital manner, it is critical for independent
business products resellers to rethink
their marketing mix.

continued from page 41

In the past resellers utilized full-line catalogs as their primary customer outreach.
As customers turn to printed catalogs
for inspiration but go online to research
product information, compare prices and
access convenient ordering systems, resellers must adjust their marketing tactics
to match customers’ preferences.

Next-Generation
Marketing
Staying true to its roots, United’s 2015
Marketing Power system builds on
next-generation ways to help independent resellers create relevant customer
retention, growth and acquisition campaigns—the independent reseller’s foundation for success.

vices, value-added services and traditional print marketing pieces can be used to
positively impact business.
Included in the Guide is an up-close look
at how an intelligent mix of digital and
print marketing strategies strengthens
brand development, increases segmentation capabilities, empowers relevancy and
promotes higher average order values.
Solutions Central is where independent
resellers can turn for deeper detail and updated information on all United marketing
tools and services. The comprehensive
portal is also home for a wide range of applications, white papers, articles and tools,
all of which are geared toward empowering
independent dealers to thrive.

The 2015 Marketing Power Guide offers
best marketing practices and examines
how and why United’s suite of digital serCONTINUED on page 43
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Digital Services
Prevail
Beyond the surveys and statistics that
attest to digital marketing’s importance,
Mark Evans, United Stationers’ director of
digital and e-commerce services, offers a
real-life example to which many independent resellers can likely relate.
“If you go back 15 years, independent
resellers interacted with customers faceto-face—sometimes daily—and that interaction told them what their customers
wanted. Is the customer looking to buy or
just price shopping? Does she want more
product information? The independent reseller listened, responded and most of the
time, closed the sale,” Evans says.
“Now it is 15 years later and you have customers who don’t want to talk to you,” Evans adds. “They go online, shop, browse,
sometimes buy, sometimes abandon the

continued from page 42

cart and you don’t know what they want.
There’s no human interaction. So United
continues to evolve its suite of digital services. Without these tools in place, the
Web can become a big black hole.”
United’s Digital Services in the 2015 Marketing Power program include five intimately linked building blocks to help resellers simply sell more online. Together,
these digital resources give independent
resellers the means to improve their customers’ online shopping experience, shed
a bright light on website activity and interact with site visitors to increase revenue
and conversion.

Content

is the foundation of digital enablement and United’s dedicated content team delivers better, deeper,
higher-quality content via rich text and
photographs that describe a product’s
application, dimensions and attributes.
United’s ECDB 2.0 content integrates de-

cades of product expertise and the way
consumers buy those products into how
they are presented on the Web. United’s content is developed and organized
to turn a dealer’s website into their best
sales person. It is also delivered through
an automated syndication process that
seamlessly populates an increasingly
broad assortment of products to dealers’
websites.
Content is developed and maintained
by an in-house team of product experts
who understand how the products work
together. ECDB 2.0 content from United
goes beyond simple product descriptions
and basic photos to include deeper, richer
information and visuals that drive product
sales. United’s content is the foundation
of a superior web experience.

SmartSearch, which includes
more than 40,000 business essential
products, translates United’s content into

CONTINUED on page 44 >>
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relevant end-user search results. United’s full-time, dedicated
staff is constantly fine-tuning SmartSearch and enhancing its
functionality to stay on the cutting edge of search technology.

Curated banners are strategically triggered by a customer’s online actions, helping the independent reseller to feature promoted items, new products and seasonal must-haves.

SmartSearch provides independent resellers with the ability to
boost items in search results, highlighting their preferred product
brands, and to add proprietary items that are not sourced from
United, resulting in a powerful, finely tuned search engine that
will drive a better customer shopping experience.

The graphics used in Smart Merchandising banners connect
with those featured in eDeals, eMail Plus and SmartDeals Xtra,
helping dealers to create a seamless and consistent promotional
program for their customers.

Smart Merchandising helps drive increased

sales by seamlessly delivering superior content, eye-catching
landing pages and supplemental content directly on the independent resellers’ website.
Working with both content and SmartSearch, Smart Merchandising responds to end-user keyword searches by triggering revenue-boosting displays of related and accessory products.
Smart Merchandising is built on the ever-growing library of product
relationships curated by United’s product experts. It presents the
most-relevant, effective and timely recommendations to users
as they shop online—everything from companion supplies and
accessories to family items and alternatives that formerly were
presented on a catalog page or by a sales rep in person.

Smart Merchandising makes the strategic, organic connections
that improve online conversions, increase average order value
and enhance the customer experience.

Email Programs

United’s
provide independent
resellers with effective, frequent touch points that drive sales and
increase the visibility of their brand.
eDeals and eMail Plus contain exclusive merchandised offers
that address both everyday and spontaneous purchases for the
workplace.
eDeals is a complete package of professionally written and designed emails that ensure dealers are frequently reaching their
customers. It is a complete, turnkey email marketing program
that provides merchandised promotions across a wide variety
CONTINUED on page 45 >>
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Metallics
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Fashion

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR BUSINESS MAY BE

Pilot G2 is the perfect pen for business. Four point sizes, fifteen ink colors and smooth,
long-writing gel ink ensure your customers have their favorite pen with the quality they trust.
Innovative new styles include the Fashion and Mosaic Collections and G2 Metallics—with
shimmering metallic ink. Great variety. Great quality. Great for growing sales!
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of product categories sent directly to participating independent
resellers’ email lists every week and up to two times per week
with eDeals Boosters.
The eDeals program is customized with a dealer’s brand, linked
to their web store and delivered to their customer email list on
their behalf.
The system is automated to manage unsubscribes and bounces,
it is CAN-SPAM compliant and provides access to email analytics and deliverability reports.
The base email program offers 52 cross-category and product
solutions emails per year. The base program can be supplemented with eDeals Boosters, which adds another 52 category-specific
emails covering furniture, tech and jan/san.
The program also includes use of the List Assistant tool to house
and nurture customer email lists, ensuring that dealers have an
easy way to expand their contacts for prospecting and landing
new accounts.
eDeals is an easy-to-use program to drive buying behavior, loyalty and category penetration.
Email Plus is a best-in-class do-it-yourself email program that
gives dealers access to easy-to-use self-serve customization.
It is the perfect solution for any reseller that prefers to create and
manage their own email marketing program.
This self-service program leverages the full eDeals portfolio of
merchandised content, promotions and creative templates, but
Email Plus allows dealers to customize emails in all aspects—
including pricing, product selection, special offers, local focus,
brand messaging and personalization.

United also offers On Demand, an online, self-service application
to create consistent, targeted campaign tools. Featuring a vast
library of professional campaigns in a variety of formats, On Demand allows dealers to focus on the right products and themes,
set their own pricing and download marketing materials immediately or order directly from United’s professional print provider.
The content library that supports On Demand includes thousands of products available through United with the ability to
upload additional products an independent reseller may source
elsewhere.
“These programs—and particularly DIY platforms—are designed
to work in tandem with print,” Hund stresses. “Print’s not dead
but our research shows that the emphasis needs to shift away
from large, annual catalogs to smaller, more frequent and inspirational print vehicles! Marketing Power 2015 stresses the need to
focus more on digital, but also leverage print to create well-balanced marketing campaigns that are more relevant to how consumers are shopping and buying.”

Analytic

capabilities allow independent reUnited’s
sellers to monitor and improve their website’s online experience.
“Analytics deliver the insights you used to learn by talking to customers and lets you drill down into customer behaviors on your
website,” Evans says. “You can see which customers entered
your website through an email and who’s a new or returning customer. You can see what was purchased, viewed or abandoned.
If the analytics reveal website behavior patterns that are not on
target, the independent reseller knows that it’s time to make
changes that will increase sales.”

Value-Added Services
United has introduced a variety of new value-added services in
the 2015 Marketing Power program that will help independent
resellers enhance their marketing capacity and capability.
“We’re very excited about these services because they will prove
invaluable for every independent reseller who doesn’t have the
time, resources, or knowledge to initiate the right marketing
campaigns or collect and react to customer shifts,” Hund says.

ASK! is an affordable, turnkey survey and research service
that facilitates deeper customer understanding.

The easy-to-use dashboard interface also allows a dealer to design multi-touch campaigns. It offers built-in integration (API) for
CRM systems, digital analytics, social marketing and marketing
automation tools.
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Ask! projects are administered through an online survey platform
via a website link. Participating dealers distribute the survey links
to their email contacts. The Ask! research team supplies the survey software, the questions, the data analysis and a final survey
report from the aggregated responses.
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Surveys can address a variety of topics including
customer satisfaction, attitudes, behaviors, category
purchasing preferences, brand loyalty and more. Ask!
also provides the opportunity to benchmark responses
and results against national aggregated results.

My Concierge

delivers heightened
marketing support in areas where an independent
reseller may be short on time or staff resources.
United’s marketing experts are familiar with the challenges facing independent resellers and dedicated
My Concierge specialists are available as a sounding
board to discuss marketing mix or to help drive the
execution of specific marketing projects.
For example, My Concierge would be the perfect solution to help a dealer more quickly fully utilize United’s
On Demand application to build customized branded
marketing tools and campaigns.
The service can also be used to supplement a dealer’s
marketing capacity at times of year when their staff
is especially busy—like when planning and executing
customer open houses or other seasonal promotions.
CONTINUED on page 47 >>
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United is also providing select opportunities for dealers to participate in Universal

Print Marketing Still Has

Co-op marketing in 2015. An Important Place

As technology continues to change B2B purchasing behaviors,
Hund stresses that “print marketing remains valuable; it has
simply evolved into more of a supporting role as digital marketing moves front and center.”
In fact, according to a study conducted by the Epsilon marketing services firm, 62% of Americans claim to enjoy checking the
mailbox for postal mail and 73% say they prefer direct mail for
brand communications because they can read information at
their convenience.

Universal has long been one of the leading national value
brands that sets independent resellers apart. Within specified
program limits, United Stationers will cover 50% of an independent reseller’s out-of-pocket costs to produce marketing
programs and materials that feature United’s Universal brand in
locally promoting their business.
Some of the more common examples of marketing activities
that dealers may consider for the Universal Co-op program
include billboards, newspaper ads and truck wraps.

DESIGNED TO GROW
WITH YOUR PROJECTS
SUPERTAB® ORGANIZER FOLDER

Despite the decline in full-line catalog usage, print marketing has not completely lost its luster. United’s research indicates that 60% of purchasers had a category-specific flyer or
mini-catalog on their desk when placing their last order.
Tools such as United’s new Breakroom Catalog and Smart
Deals Xtra flyers can be more cost-effective than full-line catalogs and are effective as elements of a balanced multi-touch
campaign along with United’s eDeals Base, eDeals Boosters
and Email Plus programs.
CONTINUED on page 48 >>

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION
ORGANIZED UP™ VERTICAL STADIUM® FILE
with Heavyweight Vertical Folders

ORGANIZE MULTIPLE PROJECTS
IN ONE PLACE

ORGANIZE YOUR FILES THE
SAME WAY YOU READ THEM

smead.com

smead.com

© 2014 The Smead Manufacturing Company, Hastings, MN. ® Smead, three bars, checkerboard pattern, SuperTab
and Keeping You Organized are all registered trademarks of The Smead Manufacturing Company. U.S. Patent No. 8,746,539
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Keeping You Organized and Stadium are all registered trademarks of The Smead Manufacturing Company.
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United Stationers Breakroom Source
Catalog is a perfect example of a single-category catalog with broad appeal.
It features striking visuals presented
with a consumer-driven approach designed to inspire customers to shop
and fill their breakrooms with an attractive and ever-expanding selection
of products.
The Breakroom Catalog comes with
new page layouts and a fresh, contemporary design featuring large,
end-user friendly images. It is just
what resellers need to position themselves as breakroom product experts. Customers will love the fresh
new look, bold contemporary design,
easy-to-navigate layout and fun,
magazine-like images.
“We created a more visually appealing catalog to inspire rather than simply inform end users about available
breakroom products,” says Hund.
“This will position our resellers as
breakroom product experts and helps
them drive continued growth.”
Coffee is often the driver of breakroom category growth. It is prominently featured in this catalog and
serves as a stepping-stone for resellers to offer other popular
food and drink items.
Everything from energy drinks and bars to all-time favorite snacks
can be found in many of the most-popular name brands, with
choices from Starburst®, Red Bull®, Frito-Lay® and Quaker
Oats®—to name just a few. A quality product assortment, educational content and eye-catching presentation make the Breakroom Source Catalog a valuable resource to help drive continued
growth in the breakroom category.
As United’s research points to a diminished reliance on large catalogs, flyers take on a heightened sense of importance to extend
a dealer’s brand awareness and keep them top-of-mind. All of
United’s flyers are designed to portray the independent reseller
as a credible source for business essentials.
The United Brands flyer has received a complete makeover for
2015 and features the national value brands across multiple
categories that can set independent dealers apart from their
competition.

Improvements in this quarterly flyer include broader product selections and livelier presentations.
The flyers include the full breadth of United’s proprietary brand
offerings including Alera furniture; Boardwalk, UniSan and Jaguar
cleaning and facilities maintenance products; Universal and Universal One office products, and Innovera technology products.
The quarterly Furniture Solutions Flyer is another great example
of a print marketing piece full of inspiration. It has been redesigned and refocused to present an appealing furniture selection
that customers may not currently purchase from their local dealer. This quarterly flyer showcases mid-market, transactional and
high-margin proprietary brand office furniture solutions.
Purchasers of office furniture are generally interested in style
and functionality and look for good quality and value. The Furniture Solutions Flyer features the use of larger images and less
copy to tell a compelling product story. The flyer also addresses
important trends such as the move from individual workspaces
to community workspaces and the desire to infuse workspaces
with more colors, styles and functionality.
CONTINUED on page 49 >>
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Refocus Your Marketing
Efforts
United’s advice to independent resellers planning their 2015 marketing efforts includes three critical steps to reflect the changing
needs of today’s marketplace:
1. Shift EFTW full-line catalog deliveries so that only customers
who want this catalog get one. This will decrease the number
of books delivered and free up marketing dollars that can be
used elsewhere.
2. Invest those saved marketing dollars in digital tools, including
content, email and Web capabilities.
3. Continue to send frequent “inspirational” quarterly and monthly print pieces, which complement the digital touch points,
drive brand awareness, inspire product purchases and increase awareness of new category offerings.
United’s 2015 Marketing Power Tools, “put our independent
dealers in a better position to address their end consumers in
more-relevant ways,” Hund says. “From this perspective, our independent resellers can address purchasing behavior changes
as they happen and stay a step ahead of the competition.”
Resellers can access details on the wide variety of programs,
tools and resources available by visiting Solutions Central or
contacting their United Stationers sales representative.

NEW Pre-Printed Avery™ Designer View Binders
Perfect for meeting materials, training manuals, reports, sales materials and more!

Insert cover sheet &
spine to customize

NEW!

Design is pre-printed
on the binder!
Dimensions

Blue Circles

Digital Smoke

Patented Avery™ Designer View Binders
customize quickly and easily with FREE
design templates with Avery Design & Print.
© 2014 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and
codes are trademarks of Avery Products Corporation. Personal and company names and other information
depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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The Boy Scouts Were Right!
By Troy Harrison

Be Prepared. That’s the Boy Scout motto and I’ve written about it before. So many
sales are lost not because the customer doesn’t want to buy, but because the salesperson isn’t prepared to sell. Every salesperson THINKS that they’re prepared to sell but too
few actually walk through the steps and define what it takes to make a sale happen.
CONTINUED on page 51 >>
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What is your sales process? By “sales process” I mean, “what
are the steps involved in making a sale?”

3. Not taking sales tools into the call:

Walk it through, from start to finish, with the objective of understanding the “catch points” and seeing what you can do to eliminate them. You also need to understand the customer’s interest
curve, which we’ll address first.

There’s really no excuse for this one. All the time, I see
salespeople who are scared to death to take sales tools into
a sales call—including necessary sell sheets, brochures, even
contracts and order forms. The explanation I hear most commonly is, “I didn’t want to intimidate the customer.” Really?
Your customer knows why you’re there—even if YOU don’t.
Don’t be that guy or gal. When you go into a sales call, be
prepared to make that sale happen.

Think of the customer’s interest as a bell curve. On the left (the
beginning) of the curve, your customer’s interest is typically low.
Then, as you move forward discovering needs and showing how
your product or service can address those needs and generate a
positive result, your customer’s interest increases until it hits the
peak of the bell curve.
That moment in time when the customer’s interest is highest is,
as we know, the best moment to complete a sale. But how do we
know? Actually, it’s easy—the customer usually asks a question.

‘So, how much does that cost?’
When your customer asks for a price, they are usually at the peak
of their interest curve. Every word you use, every day that goes
by before they ask that question only moves the customer back
DOWN the bell curve.
This is one of the places that good sales go to die. It’s not the
only one, though. There are other places and other ways that
we hurt our sales potential through not being prepared to make
a sale happen. Here are five moments where salespeople get in
their own way:

1. Not having good questions:
Sales is, as we’ve said many times, an activity of questioning
and intellectual curiosity. You need to want to know about
your customer’s needs and define the result and define the
‘win’ from the sales call. It’s not enough to have a list of questions in front of you. You have to be prepared to create good
questions on the fly.

2. Being your own worst objector:
Salespeople are guilty of this one all the time. You’ve probably
done it, too—gone into a sales call thinking, “No way they’ll
buy today,” or something like it. This becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. If you don’t think your customer will buy, they
won’t. This manifests itself in a number of different ways,
including being your own worst price objector, thinking negatively about your ability to carry out the sale, etc. This results
in the salesperson artificially slow-playing the sale while your
competitor walks right past you.
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4. Being unprepared to price:
Look, I know that not every one of you can be fully prepared
to price every piece of business. Some needs are complicated. Some involve complex projects. Some require quotes
from manufacturers. And if your situation is truly one of those
situations, you are excused from this comment. That said,
too many of you are not excused. You have the tools, price
sheets, etc. available to you to quote price, and yet when the
customer asks “how much,” you immediately retreat to the
Batcave to develop the magic proposal. Why? If you have
the tools, quote the price. If you don’t quote price, you can’t
close! Which leads us to…

5. Being unwilling to seek commitment:
Notice that I didn’t say “being unwilling to close the sale.”
Not every appointment can end with a closed sale but EVERY
appointment should end with a commitment for a next step.
If you can close (i.e. you have identified needs, presented,
proposed), then by all means ask the closing question. If
you do really have to continue the sales process to another
appointment, then set the next appointment right then and
there. If you don’t, you have no one to blame but yourself for
the customer losing interest.
Don’t get me wrong. Many, if not most, sales won’t be closed in
one call. However, by being prepared, you can shorten the sales
cycle without annoying your customer.

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” and a speaker, consultant and
sales navigator who helps companies build more profitable and productive sales
forces. For information on booking speaking/training engagements, consulting or to
sign up for his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com, or
visit www.TroyHarrison.com.
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“Call Me After the First of the Year.”
Sound Familiar?
By Marisa Pensa

The holiday season is upon us, and before
we know it, a new year will begin. A lot
of people…and companies for that matter…tend to check out during this season,
and the all too familiar “Call me after the
first of the year” becomes the objection
of choice for prospects as well as current
customers.
Being prepared for this conversation—
and being ready to overcome this objection in advance—can be the key to
giving yourself a competitive advantage
throughout the November and December
selling months.
Here are three approaches for turning
around the holiday objection “Call me
after the first of the year.” These are designed for prospects but can be tailored
to current customers, too.
1.	Agree to call after the first of the
year, but continue the conversation by
using one of these options:
• “Just out of curiosity, do you
purchase any calendars or planners
for the office?”
• “You know, Mary, I get that
response a lot this time of year
from my (other) customers, but
really, this is a great time to stock
up on your core products before
any 2015 manufacturer price
increases.”
• “Just curious, are you having a
holiday party at the office?”
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	You could spark an interest in a seasonal item that could help you get your
foot in the door sooner. (e.g., holiday
party items, client gifts, promotional
products, cold and flu season products—tissues, hand sanitizers, medications, antibacterial soaps and cleaners, etc.—and hot chocolate, cider or
other cold weather beverages.)
	The key is to continue the conversation and have your prospect come
to the conclusion that it DOES make
sense to meet or talk or order before
the first of the year!
2. C
 onfirm a callback date for the
New Year. If you are unsuccessful in
making a solid recommendation on
why it makes sense to meet (or talk)
sooner, tell the prospect a specific
date you will call back. For example:
	“Mary, how about we do this...I will call
you on Monday, January 5 and we will
schedule a time to meet then. Will that
work for you?” (We are not confirming
a time of day at this point. You are
simply setting yourself up for an effective follow up call.)
	You can then open your call on January 5 like this: “Mary, when we spoke
back in November we agreed I should
call you today, January 5, to schedule
a time to get together. How’s Tuesday
at 2:00 pm?”
	You will gain a competitive advantage
using this approach and demonstrate
INDEPENDENT DEALER

that you have an impeccable follow up
habit.
3. S
 et a specific appointment time
for January and start 2015 with a
month full of pre-scheduled meetings.
	In late November and early December, go ahead and set actual January
appointments while you are on the
phone.
	“Mary, so that we avoid phone tag in
January, how about we go ahead and
plan to get together on January 5?
Would 2 pm work for you? I am happy
to send a calendar invite so that it is
on both of our calendars.”
	I would rather have to reschedule an
appointment than have no meeting
at all.
	Make your holiday selling season
stronger by preparing in advance to
turnaround this predictable objection
from both prospects and customers.
As for handling those crazy relatives
that always show up this time of year,
that part is up to you!
Good luck and good selling to you!

Marisa Pensa is the owner of Methods in Motion, a
sales training organization that has helped hundreds
of companies, both in the office supply industry
and across a range of industries, start inside
sales teams and develop both new and seasoned
sales professionals and sales managers. For more
information, visit www.methodsnmotion.com.
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